120V SINGLE POLE/3-WAY OCCUPANCY SENSOR, TRI-COLOR
RRW600UTC | radiant

The radiant® collection is a step up from the standard with simple, classic options in wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall plates that complement today’s homes.

This sensor replaces a standard light or fan single pole switch and is ideal for bedrooms and baths. Includes three interchangeable face plates.

radiant® Screwless Wall Plate not included.

- Automatically turns lights ON when someone enters a room and OFF when they exit. Features three settings: Automatic-ON, Manual-ON, and Selectable Auto/Manual ON for more flexible control.
- Adjustable time delay of 30 seconds to 30 minutes.
- Low-profile styling with uniform color-matched lens and device.
- White LED glows when OFF for easy location in the dark.
- Works with most common residential lighting types; no neutral required.
- Coverage: 180 degrees, max. 600 ft.² (56m²)
- Supported load types: Incandescent, LED, fluorescent, compact fluorescent (CFL), magnetic low-voltage (MLV) and electronic low-voltage (ELV), 1/6 hp.
- For covering patents, see www.legrand.us/patents.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Color: Tri-Color (Ivory, White, Light Almond)
Number Of Poles: 1
Number Of Wires: 2
The radiant® collection is a step up from the standard with simple, classic options in wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall plates that complement today's homes.

This sensor replaces a standard light or fan single pole switch and is ideal for bedrooms and baths. Includes three interchangeable face plates. radiant® Screwless Wall Plate not included.

Automatically turns lights ON when someone enters a room and OFF when they exit. Features three settings: Automatic-ON, Manual-ON, and Selectable Auto/Manual ON for more flexible control. Adjustable time delay of 30 seconds to 30 minutes.

Low-profile styling with uniform color-matched lens and device. White LED glows when OFF for easy location in the dark.

Works with most common residential lighting types; no neutral required.

Coverage: 180 degrees, max. 600 ft² (56m²)

Supported load types: Incandescent, LED, fluorescent, compact fluorescent (CFL), magnetic low-voltage (MLV) and electronic low-voltage (ELV), 1/6 hp.

For covering patents, see www.legrand.us/patents.

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
cULus: Yes
UN SPSC: 39121502

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION
Component 4: 78500749657

DIMENSIONS
Depth (US): 1.88"
Height (US): 2.63"
Width (US): 1.69"

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Volts (AC): 120VAC, 60Hz
Watts: 0-600W All

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Country Of Origin: CHINA